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A VOTING GUIDE TO THIS YEAR’S SGSU CANDIDATES
The candidates are ready—it’s voting
time. SGSU is ready to welcome in
next year’s student government team
and here is a guide wrap-up to get you
well-read and well-prepped for elec-
tion time. All quotes and information
here are drawn from the SGSU elec-
tion voting guide. You can find ex-
tended notes from the candidates and
ballot measures online or at the SGSU
office.
CANDIDATES FOR
PRESIDENT:
ERIC SYPE
After two years of student govern-
ment experience under his belt, Sype
is eager for more. As a former At-
Large Representative and Executive
Vice President here at Seattle U, he
hopes to see SGSU and Seattle U con-
tinue to grow. Sype hopes to continue
working on popular student-led issues
such as divestment, gender-inclusive
bathrooms and campus accessibility.
“From my experience in SGSU, my
deep knowledge of the university, and
my passion for enhancing the student
experience, I believe I will make a
great President,” he said.
CHRISJOHNSTONE
Johnstone is setting his sights on
the importance of diversity. For him,
diversity is apparent through campus
culture, leadership and talent—and
he wants to embrace the differences.
Through forums and marketing tech-
niques, Johnstone aims to open up the
definition of leadership, promoting
diverse skills and talents to create an
all-inclusive campus atmosphere.
“Our greatest challenges are also our
greatest assets,” he said. “Together, we
can make our great university even
greater.”
PETER KING
Apparently, King can control the
weather.
“As SGSU president, I will reduce
yearly rainfall in Seattle,” he said. His
NEWS
slightly more realistic goal is to make
sure every undergrad has a good ex-
perience at Seattle U. Emphasizing en-
gagement of clubs and the university,
King wants to work with club struc-
ture and communication at Seattle U.
Additionally, he wants to be a voice for
all students.
“Whether the issue is a safer cam-
pus, better toilet paper or divestment
from fossil fuels, I am determined to
represent the will of the student body,”
he said.
CANDIDATE FOR EXECU-
TIVE VICE PRESIDENT:
RAQUEL DAVALOS
, After a year as Junior Representa-
tive, Davalos is ready for more poli-
tics. With strong leadership and or-
ganization skills Davalos hopes to use
that skill to push SGSU to be itsbest.
“I have come to love this organiza-
tion that does great work making a
difference for students at Seattle U,”
she said. “I would really appreciate
your vote.”
CANDIDATE FOR VICE
PRESIDENT OF UNIVERSITY
AFFAIRS:
MEGGIE GREEN
Green is proud to be a Redhawk.
From her experience in student gov-
ernment throughout high school and
as Freshman Representative during
her first year at Seattle U, Green is
dedicated to enhancing the student
experience.
Her goals include continuing the
bike shelter project, bringing more
bus passes to the CAC, increasing li-
brary hours, improving gender inclu-
sivity and installing air-hand dryers.
VICE PRESIDENT OF
FINANCE:
MATT KELLY
Kelly knows his numbers. After
working books for the Seattle U Men’s
Rugby Club and figuring budget allo-
cations, Kelly confident with finances.
Kelly plans to hold the university and
clubs accountable while also helping
them through issues and projects.
“You will not be disappointed ifyou
vote for me,” he said. “A vote for me is
a vote for you.”
AT-LARGE REP.:
OWEN GOETZE
Goetze is here for the clubs. Within
this position, he hopes to build more
school identity and establish more
communication. According to him,
he wants to see everyone working to-
gether to achieve our own goals.
He aims to promote sustainability
through composting, implement bud-
get transparency and support gender-
inclusive housing. Most importantly,
though, he wants to hear students.
MULTICULTURAL REP.:
MONICA CHAN
With diversity comes unique per-
spectives, according to Chan. Her goal
is to incorporate those perspectives
and voices.
“We all hold different identities re-
lating to race, gender, class, age, abil-
ity, religion, and sexual orientation,”
she said. “A part of social justice is lis-
tening and serving those with identi-
ties at the margins.”
SOPHOMORE REP.:
PALMYRA JACKSON
We talk about education the whole
person in the classroom, but Jackson
wants that to continue even outside
the classroom.
“We all exist and share this Univer-
sity, this campus, this city together; we
need to make more decisions with that
in mind...” she said. Through more
cohesion among clubs and campus
organizations, Jackson aims to keep
student voices loud.
SOPHOMORE REP.:
MACKENZIE GADDY
From divestment to CAPSprogram-
ming, Gaddy wants student opinions
to be heard. She wants to encourage
students to become active in projects
that are meaningful to them.
“Whether they concern divestment,
tuition transparency, CAPS program-
ming, or anything they are concerned
with,” she said.
SENIOR REP.:
LUKE LARSEN
In his final year at -Seattle U, Larsen
wants to stay involved. And he wants
his fellow seniors to do the same.
“I’m running for senior representa-
tive because I want to make sure the
senior class stays involved with SGSU
activities and the needs and wants of
the senior class are met head on,” he
said.
REFERENDUM 901:
SEATTLE UNIVERSITY TOBACCO-
FREE CAMPUS
A “yes” vote on Ref. 901 will signify
that you endorse the start of the cam-
pus shift to a tobacco-free campus and
the prohibition of tobacco-products
including “cigarettes, cigars, chew to-
bacco, snuff, dissolvable, and other
non nicotine replacement therapy de-
vices.”
A “no” vote on Ref. 901 means that
you want to stick with the smok-
ing policy the campus has currently,
maintaining the policy that prohibits
smoking only within 50 feet of build-
ing entries.
CONSTITUTION BYLAW
CHANGES
• The addition of a Students with
Disabilities Rep. on SGSU staff.
• A change from the name “Appro-
priations Committee” to the “Fi-
nance Committee.”
• The addition of the chiefs of staff
on the President’sAdvisory Board.
• The creation and establishment of
an annual student body survey.
• The establishment of a Quarterly
Report.
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tab, Balter said. “Number two, the Bill Eager from Eastside Transporta-
real reason it failed is that it was a very tion Association spoke against Prop-
negative pitch. It was sort of like [pay] osition 1 and Bill Morton from the
taxes or we’ll kill your bus routes. Vot- Transit Riders Union spoke in favor
ers here won’t like being threatened; of it.
they like positive pitches.” “We didn’t have great participation.
Others agree that this negativity Not a lot of people showed up,” Goe-
blew Proposition 1 out of proportion, tze said. Goetze believes the event was
According to Gomez, there was too overshadowed by other events during
much exaggeration and not enough that week. Many commuters report-
information regarding the vote. Fur- edly wanted toattend the meeting, but
thermore, many of those who would were unable to because it was at an in-
be mostaffected by the Metro cuts are convenient time,
immigrants, or those that are not reg- “The Proposition failed because of
istered to vote, resulting in less people general lack of information. It would
voting that actually want the mea- have been helpful if they had made a
sure, and more people voting that are bigger deal about the meeting,” said
strongly against it. Ngadiran. Freshman Oshian Coates
In addition to the negativity sur- agreed that her commute made it un-
rounding Proposition 1, some say the possible for her to attend the meeting
community was not well informed. and she would have participated if it
SGSU Freshman Representative were held earlier.
Owen Goetze put together a Proposi- Though Proposition 1 has failed, ad-
tion 1 and Metro Bus Cuts Discussion vocates ofMetro are still trying to save
on campus in April. public transportation.
The discussion included one speak- Friends of Transit filed a new ini-
er in favor of the measure and one tiative for the November 2014 ballot,
against. According to Goetze, Doctor This measure would save bus service
PROP 1 VOTING TRENDS IN KING COUNTY
CITY PREPS FOR CUTS AFTER PROP 1 FAILURE
Melissa Lin
Volunteer Writer
It doesn’t take an expert to predict that
upcoming traffic reports include more
cars on the road, increased congestion
and many, many unhappy commuters.
In April, Metro services were put
on death row when voters rejected
Proposition 1. The measure would
have prevented bus cuts by filling
the 17 percent budget gap with a $60
car-tab fee, a $20 addition to the cur-
rent $40 fee, and a 0.1 percent sales
tax increase.
These temporary charges aimed
to raise $130 million annually for 10
years, with 60 percent going to Met-
ro services and the other 40 percent
set aside for fixing roads. The failure
of Proposition 1 means that, start-
ing this September, 72 routes will
be eliminated and 84 routes will be
changed or shortened.
When there are fewer tran-
sit options, everybody has to do
some rerouting, including Seattle
University students.
“A lot of students are wondering,
‘how am I going to get to school now?”
said Seattle University senior and for-
mer SGSU Commuter Representative
Tanary Gomez.
There are many other commuters
on campus that need to prepare for
fewer transportation options.
“I was able to go to this school be-
cause I could make transportation
work. If transportation didn’t work
then I would h'ave to go somewhere
else,” said Seattle U sophomore Au-
dreyNgadiran.
The popular 210 and 211 are a
couple of the routes being cut. These
are direct routes from the Eastside to
Seattle. Additionally, route 4 to down-
town Seattle and route 72 to the Uni-
versity of Washington will be cut.
With more than 400,000 people re-
lying on Metro to get to school and
work, some wonder how Proposition
1 could have failed.
News analyst and adjunct profes-
sor JoniBalter said there are two main
reasons.
“Number one, people hate the car-
OVER 507. YES ON PROP 1
mm
H&f UNDER 50% YES ON PROP 1
MAY 7. 2014
only within Seattle city limits by cre-
ating a Seatde-only based property
tax equivalent to 22 cents per $1,000
property value, raising $25 million a
year for the next six years to reverse
Seattle metro cuts.
“I’m mixed,” Balter said about the
situation. “Seattle clearly needs bus
service, but King County going along
[with this initiative] is a risky thing
because it is a separate thing from the
state...I understand it; Seattle needs
the bus service, but it’s rough to be
thatmuch of an island.”
Gomez does not think that the ini-
tiative is enough.
“I think it’s a ridiculous idea,” Go-
mez said. “I understand Seattle is the
metropolitan area where most people
come to work. But it’s about the buses
that take you to the buses that take
you to work. It’s those suburban areas
outside of Seattle that are being affect-
ed the most.”
The editormay be reached at
news@su-spectator.com
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TWO MORE SAINTS GO MARCHING IN
SumedhaMajumdar
Volunteer Writer
Curious onlookers filled the streets of
the Vatican last week to see two popes
get canonized. April 27 will be a date
to remember—Pope John Paul II and
Pope John XXIII were declared saints
by the Catholic Church.
“They were popes of the 20th cen-
tury,” Pope Francis said in his homily
in front of an audience of 800,000.
Becoming a saint is not an easy task,
according to Brendan Busse, S.J., who
teaches theology.
“To be a saint is to have lived a holy
life,” he said. “A holy life is not nec-
essarily perfect, and so many of the
saints like St. Ignatius have history,
where they have learned and made
their own mistakes, they had their
own faults but the people we hold up
as saints are ones that took those ex-
periences and somehow transformed
them in a way we would call or think
of as a model of Christian behavior.
Saints are all those people in our lives
who have done that.”
Pope John Paul II is remembered
for his efforts to try to bring people
of various faiths together. His funer-
al was attended by millions and, for
years, people hoped that he would be
granted sainthood.
However, the Catholic Church re-
quires a pope to be beatified and the
beatification itself requires proof of a
miracle. Typically, the process begins
five years after the persons death.
However, the Catholic Church waived
this rule and began the beatification
on May 9, 2005, A month after John
Paul Us death.
The New York Post reported that a
French nun was the first to experience
a miracle: Sister Marie Simon-Pierre
claimed in 2006 that prayers to Pope
John Paul II had cured her of her Par-
kinson’s after she had visited with the
man in 2005.
The second miracle was the case of
Floribeth Mora Diaz, a Costa Rican
citizen who said that Pope John Paul II
cured her of a brain aneurysm. How-
ever, she said, by the time she prayed
to the Pope, he had already died. Diaz
6 NEWS
came upon a picture of the Pope John
Paul II on the cover of a magazine and
prayed for healing.
{Both
these men are
examples of what it
means to be a gener- m.
ous human...
Brendan Busse S.J.,
Theologyprofessor
Pope John XXIII was known as the
“good pope.” He was beatified in 2000.
He’s known for several miracles that
he performed in his lifetime. An Ital-
ian nun was diagnosed with gastric
hemorrhaging and after undergoing
GREGORIO BORGIA • AP PHOTO
Pope Francis arrives to lead a solemn celebration where two Popes, John Paul II and John XXIII will be canonized, in St.
Peter's Square at the Vatican, Sunday, April 27, 2014.
14 operations, she lay in bed dying.
However, one of the members of the
Daughters of Charity—of which she
was also a part—brought her a relic
that belonged to Pope John XXIII, and
the nun experienced a recovery. The
Catholic Church generally requires
two miracles to be performed in order
to be declared a saint, but Church of-
ficials made an exception in this case.
“A lot of people are saying that the
combination of these two men, John
XXIII and John Paul II, is a very inter-
esting choice...because one of those
Popes is often claimed by people who
consider themselves as more liberal in
the church, and the other is claimed
by people who consider themselves
more conservative,” Busse said. “And I
think one thing we can see is happen-
ing here is Francis is saying both these
men are examples of what it means to
be a generous human being and we
need to stop tearing each other apart
by dividing ourselves into opposite
teams, especially within the Church.”
Dawn McDonald, a student at Se-
attle U said, “It’s a great feeling to see
these men become saints. They’ve
done so much for mankind and they
truly deserve it.”
The editormay be reached at
news@su-spectator.com
THE BALLAD OF BERTHA ANYTHING BUT BORING
Lena Beck
Staff Writer
It’s not just the latest hipster trends
that are underground in Seattle these
days. Bertha will continue to hiber-
nate beneath the earths surface a little
bit longer, city officials said. Bertha is
the worlds largest machine for dig-
ging tunnels and was built specifically
for the Washington State Department
of Transportation (WSDOT) and this
project. Bertha and its 57 foot diam-
eter cutting edge—about the height
of a five-story building—are sitting
underneath Seattle by the waterfront,
and will be there until they receive
necessary repairs.
Bertha’s job is to carve out a new
State Route 99 beneath Seattle, a high-
way that has been causing problems
aboveground for more than 60 years.
“[Bertha is] a custom-built, tube-
shaped machine that bores its way
through the earth, building a tunnel
behind it as it goes. Industry folks call
it a tunneling machine. We call her
Bertha, the world’s largest tunnel dig-
ger,” the WSDOT website stated.
The decision to build a replacement
corridor came from an earthquake
in 2001 that damaged the viaduct.
The new Alaskan Way Viaduct re-
placement tunnel was scheduled to
open by 2016.
However, the job of carving out a
double-decker highway tunnel cannot
be completed without Bertha, and the
machine is currently out of commis-
sion. Problems started back in early
December, and Bertha eventually
ground to a halt when trying to push
through wet soil, before completely
stopping when it hit a pipe.
“[Seattle Tunnel Partners] (STP)
said repairs will include replacing the
machine’s main bearing and installing
a more robust seal system that would
have redundant systems and moni-
toring equipment. Additional repair
details will be released on June 16,”
KOMO News reported.
As it stands, the plan is to begin re-
pairs in the fall, and get Bertha back to
work by next March. A pit will have
to be dug around Bertha before the re-
pairs can begin, similar to the pit used
at Bertha’s launch site.
“Tunneling beneath Seattle allows
us to replace the SR 99 Alaskan Way
Viaduct while minimizing closures
of the highway during construction.
When the tunnel opens in 2016, a
two-mile stretch of SR 99 will move
underground, allowing us to remove
the viaduct and clear the way for new
public space along Seattle’s downtown
waterfront,” said the WSDOT website.
The state and the contractors are at
odds as to who will pay for the repair
costs. The entire tunnel project itself is
a $1.44 billion contract. The state in-
sists that the contractors should pay
for the extra cost, especially consider-
ing that they’re the ones operating it,
and damages could be partially due to
their error.
“It’s a contractor-owned machine,”
said Todd Trepanier of the tran-
sit agency to KOMO News. “We
have an expectation that they will
fulfill that contract.”
The repair costs could amount to
at least $125 million, more than STP
paid for the machine. Ifresponsibility
fails to be attributed to either party, it
could result in a legal battle thatwould
keep Bertha underground much lon-
TED S. WARREN • AP PHOTO
“Bertha,” the massive tunnel boring machine was meant to drill a two-mile tunnel to replace the 60-year-old Alaskan Way
Viaduct. Drilling began in July, 2013 and Bertha has since broken and been stuck beneath the Seattle. It won't be active again
until next year.
ger than planned.
Other parts of the construction
project will continue while Bertha is
down and out. According to the WS-
DOT, the two mile tunnel underneath
downtown Seattle that Bertha is dig-
ging is only a part of the project to re-
form State Route 99 through Seattle.
The endeavor also includes a mile of
highway that connects to the south
entrance of the tunnel, which is locat-
ed near the stadiums.
A new overpass south of down-
town is also necessary, as well as the
destruction of the waterfront section
of the viaduct. Last but not least, the
project requires a new surface street
running along the waterfront that will
connect downtown to State Route 99.
Bertha’s route is divided into ten
zones—the machine is stuck in the
first one.
Bertha’s need for repairs sets the
project back by 16 months. However,
while Bertha is getting fixed, a simi-
lar machine called Brenda will be get-
ting started. Brenda is less than half
the size of Bertha, and will be put to
work on a similar project on the other
side of town. Brenda will be drilling
the Northgate Link tunnel, increasing
mobility along the 1-5 corridor by cre-
MAY 7. 2014
ating space for a light rail.
While there is nothing that suggests
that Seattle University students will be
majorly affected byeither project more
than the city’s other residents, there
have been worries regarding Brenda
and the University of Washington.
Brenda will be drilling near Huskysta-
dium, and during the planning period
there were concerns raised by UW of-
ficials regarding vibrations reaching
the ground’s surface.
“We don’t expect there will be any
vibrations when they’re tunneling un-
der campus,” said Richard Chapman,
UW associatevicechancellor for capi-
tal projects to The Seattle Times.
The accommodations that contrac-
tors will make to ensure the absence of
vibrations include changing the vehi-
cle intendedfor carrying concrete seg-
ments from a train to a rubber-tired
vehicle, and by adjusting Brenda to
change the way in which its hydraulic
thrusters facilitate forward movement.
Forward movement, of course, is
something that Bertha will hopefully
also be doing by next spring.
Lena may be reached at
lbeck@su-spectator.com
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SU & US TAKE CLOSER LOOK AT SEXUAL ASSAULT
Darlene Graham
Staff Writer
In a bizarre confluence of events, Se-
attle University has established a new
board designed to discuss the way
that sexual misconduct is discussed
and handled on campus. The Obama
administration has also expressed an
interest in addressing the very real
threat of sexual assault that faces mil-
lions of Americans.
Sexual assault has pervaded society
as a largely silent epidemic. However,
awareness appears to be spreading.
Mostrecently, President Obamaand
Vice President Biden released the Not
Alone initiative, which provides infor-
mation and resources to students and
schools that explains ways to respond
to and prevent sexual assault on col-
lege campuses.
{We
need to keep
saying to anyone out
there who has ever
been assaulted, you are f
not alone.
Barack Obama,
President
Obama proudly states on the open-
ing page of the site, "Perhaps most
important, we need to keep saying to
anyone out there who has ever been
assaulted: you are not alone. We have
your back. I’ve got your back."
Not Alone is a subset of the White
House Task Force to Protect Students
fromSexual Assault, launched on Jan-
uary 22 of this year. The initiative is
committed to ensuring the protection
(of) and support (for) sexual assault
survivors by engineering and mandat-
ing supportive legislation and advo-
cating public awareness of the issue.
Biden, who is accredited most for
engineering and managing the initia-
tive, puts the focus of the initiative
on reducing dating violence of young
women ages 16-24. He cites this de-
mographic as facing the highest rates
of dating violence and sexual assault.
8 NEWS
Action like this was first sparked
in June, 1990, when Biden, (who was
then a Senator) introduced the Vio-
lence Against Women Act (VAWA)
to Congress. This bill established new
federal crimes of interstate domestic
violence and stalking, doubled pen-
alties for repeat sex offenders, and
started the conversation on what laws
would be instituted at the state level to
protect victims. Biden boasted on the
lis2many website that since the Vio-
lence Against Women Act was passed
in 1994, rates of domestic violence
have decreasedby over 50 percent.
In response to the launch of the task
force,President Fr. Stephen Sundborg,
S.J., organized and appointed mem-
bers to the Seattle University Sexual
Misconduct Advisory Board (SMAB).
Comprised of undergraduate and
graduate students, faculty and staff,
Sundborg describes the board as pro-
viding “an ongoing review of univer-
sity policies, procedures, practices and
programming relevant to sexual mis-
conduct and will promote open and
honest dialogue within our campus
communityaround this critical issue.”
To coincide with April being sexual
assault awareness month, the board
held their first meeting on April 9.
Chaired by Seattle Us Human Re-
sources department Title IX Coordi-
nator, Helaina Sorey, board members
received the boards “charge” or pur-
pose from the Sundborg.
Sorey speaks to the review nature
of the board when she says, “The
advisory board is not saying ‘What
should we create?’ but ‘What is avail-
able? Is that enough? Should there be
more? Which populations are not be-
ing served? Maybe the training is too
old. Maybe update it.’ So taking an
assessment of what’s being offered,”
Sorey said.
A concrete outcome of the board’s
initial meeting was a campus wide
email signed by Sorey that provided
students with some “sobering” sta-
tistics on the prevalence of sexual
assault. Sorey said the intent was to
empower students to take action to
prevent it and invite their engage-
ment in upcoming events that support
the cause.
Sorey speaks to the direct impli-
cations of sexual assault to students
at Seattle U when she says, “How
do we help students to see that this
could impact them? Understand-
ably, we always think that this could
happen to someone else rather than
us. How do we bring this forward to
theirattention?”
Sorey said the need for the board
saying, “We’re really looking at this
as a community issue, a campus com-
munity issue. We have a responsibil-
ity to our campus community... We’re
inviting the community into the con-
versation. It is verymuch a part of our
mission in terms of collaboration. It
(collaboration) extends to our care
of students. It’s a way to ensure we’re
actually doing what we’re intend-
ing to do.” Currently the board will
CAROLYN KASTER • AP PHOTO
President Barack Obama signs a memorandum creating a task force to respond to
campus assault during an eventfor the Council on Women and Girls in the East
Room of the White House in Washington.
meet quarterly.
Sorey is hopeful to the future of sex-
ual awarebess.
“Thankfully I think the pendulum
has swung that anything other than
consent is wrong and a crime. I think
that your generation is bringing this
to a place where there is awareness
and voice.
Darlene may be reached at
dgraham@su-spectator.com
MAY DAY ‘RIOT’ A CLOSELY-MONITORED AFFAIR
May Day in Seattle has become markedly more tame over the years. As a city
that was once notorious (if that’s the right word) for its ability to engage in
impassioned, and often aggressive, protesting ages, the word “riot” seems to be
mean something different than it used to. That isn’t to say that The Spectator
didn’t witness some action this week. A large group of marchers did form on
the Hill—manyof them bearing signs in support of the $15 minimum wage ef-
fort—andmade their way to Seattle Center via downtown, bluntly broadcasting
their grievances against everything from “capitalism” to “capitalist pigs” (and,
for good measure,Fox News).
Marching just behind the legion of protestors was a small army of journalists
from several different outfits, as well as a small army of police officers. By late
Thursday night, the protestors had returned to Capitol Hill and made camp
in front of Seattle Central Community College (SCCC), where there had been
some bizarre May Day activity earlier - like the crowning of a “May Day Queen”
and a performance ofa selection from “The Wizard ofOz.”) Here, having grown
slightly more restless, a few of them did start a small fire in an intersection, but
the on-hand authorities worked quickly to extinguish the fire and disband the
group. Throughout the day, only 10 arrests were made, mostly ofyoung people.
MayorEd Murray publicly thanked the police for their close and efficient moni-
toring of the situation.
MAY 7. 2014
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HOROSCOPES
JX LIBRA
9/23-10/22
You will feel a love like no love before.
Caution: May contain nuts.
Tm scorpio
Ml 10/23-11/21
The Pallid Orphan will rise and fight
your demons for you...tomorrow.
A?J SAGITTARIUS
uTa 11/22-12/21
Sagi, these things don’t lie, and you’re
in for one heck of a hip workout.
SUDOKU
ETC...
Tk CAPRICORN
V* 12/22-1/20
Your arrow will fly true as long as
you’re aiming at a just cause.
AQUARIUS
1/21-2/19
Be sure to ride any motorbikes with a
helmet.
¥ PISCES
* * 2/20-3/20
The storms of Jupiter will enter your
relationship; ride them out your best.
v ARIES
I 3/21-4/20
Avoid shaving this week-you may
travel in the Antarctic.
X TAURUS
(_) 4/21-5/21
Tummy will be hurtin so be easy on
the hot sauce squirtin’.
H GEMINI5/22-6/21
Avoid the laundry rooms for a day or
so-I saw a Gem with lint for hair.
THE 10
10 THINGS THAT
SHOULD BE STUCK
UNDER SEATTLE
<D Inflatable Rudy
o All the dandruff
o
Donald Sterling
o The Mines of Moria
OA second Piecoras
location
0 Cheek gauges
o Smurf City
o
Willful ignorance
e Canada
O People who wear
Vibram Five Fingers
to parties
G> CANCER
' 6/22-7/22
Like Hemingway said “Neversit at a
table when you could stand at a bar.”
S) LEO
W 7/23-8/22
Like the Teflon Don once said “Every
day im Hustlin?’ Every day.
Vn VIRGO
Iff 8/23-9/22
GO SPIDEY GO!
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THE SPECTATOR'S 'GUIDE TO THE 40TH ANNUAL FILM FEST
Now in its 40th year, the Seattle International Film Festival shows few signs of slowing down. In fact, the nonprofit is shooting for the stars—in a spaceship. With
a fresh “Cinescape” theme, sci-fi inspired trailer, and alien abduction-esque tagline—“You will be returned home safely, but forever changed”—the 2014 festival’s
space odyssean tone could predict a bright and long-lasting future for the organization. If this year’s lineup, released last week, is any indication, the festival is re-
ally taking off.
SIFF’s 200-plus lineup includes Jimi Hendrix biopic Jimi: All is By My Side and Richard Linklater’s Boyhood amongmany others, and stars like Oscar-nominated
actor Chiwetel Ejiofor, Wild at Heart’s Laura Dern and 12 Years a Slave writer John Ridley are scheduled to appear.
In lieu ofthe festival’s May 15 opening, each editorpicked out the film they’re most excited to see. So sit back, relax and “Cinescape” into the world of SIFF 2014.
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10,000 KM I SPAIN
SCREENINGS: MAY 27, JUNE
Kellie Cox, Editor-in-Chief
*
Directed by Carlos Marques-Marcet, “10,000 KM” takes a modern and inti-
mate look at romance and its challenges in the Digital Age.
Whenphotographer Alex (Natalia Tena ofthe Harry Potter films and “Game
ofThrones”) is offered a yearlong paid residency in Los Angeles, she must leave
her partner Sergi (David Verdaguer) behind in Barcelona to fulfill her career
dreams at the expense of their romance. Shot entirely within Alex and Sergi s
apartments, and supplemented with intimate Skype footage, status updates,
phone calls and texts exchanged between the young couple, the film explores
the plight oflong distance couples and computer-me-
diatedcommunication in the new millennium.
In the vein of Spike Jonzes “Her,” “10,000
KM” appears to be a wholly modern, but
understated film—one of the first to truly
capture the ways in which couples com-
municate, or fail to communicate, via
technological means—and, judging by
the trailer, it is beautifully shot and act-
ed. The film—directorMarques-Marcet’s
feature debut—swept Spain’s Malaga
Film Festival in March and received posi
MARMATO | COLOMBIA
SCREENINGS: MAY 30 & 31
Dallas Goschie, News Editor
There seems to be a peculiar attitude, an echo of colonialism, among some
world superpowers that all the worlds natural resources (particularly, for
our purposes, resources in developing nations) are their property, mistakenly
placed outside of theirborders. The attitude has fostered a culture of vampire
ism. The speed with which corporations of the West and East Asia are able to
enter impoverished areas, suck them dry, and leave behind a lifeless husk is
remarkable and terrifying.
“Marmato,” a Colombian documentary, attempts to tell the story of
what happens to a small town as a Canadian mining corpora-
tion tries to push them out of the way so it can get at thebil-
li< >ns of dollars of gold that lie hundreds of meters below
their homes.
I expect the film will paint an interesting picture of a
sad world that exists for our benefit and largely be-
yond our field of vision. It is important that we note
and are wary of the blood price paid around the world
every day so that we might satisfy our material desires.
The director, Mark Grieco, was forced to stop filming
early as the situation became excessively dangerous.
I’m excited to see the film, and I’m not sure how it ends -
though my bet is not on happily.
tive reviews at SXSW.
MARY IS HAPPY, MARY IS
HAPPY I THAILAND
SCREENINGS: MAY 31 & JUNE 4
Alyssa Brandt, Senior Designer
Based on real tweets from a high school girl, this film captures growth in the
age of spilling ones guts to the Internet at large. It plays with self-realization,
anxiety and curiosity that accompanies the transition into adulthood.
The story follows the adventures of two high school girls as they reminisce
while working on the school yearbook. But not all of these adventures happen
in real life. Because the film isbased on a series of 410 tweets from an anony7
mous high schooler, the challenge of putting them together into a compelling
narrative requires plenty of imagination. At one point, Mary (Patcha Poonpiri- '
ya) and her best friend Suri (Chonnikan Netjui)
order a jellyfish online thanks to the prompts
of the tweets inspiring the film. The story-
telling is reminiscent of Wes Anderson’s
love of internal logic—even the strang-
est situations seem to fit in. Quirky in
style and liberal with silly side trips into
the psyche of Mary, director Nawapol
Thamrongrattanarit weaves togeth-
er many stories into a “satisfying and
meaningful whole.”
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DIFRET I ETHIOPIA
SCREENINGS: MAY 17,18 624
Bianca Sewake, Online Content Editor
Ethiopia has a long-standing tradition of marriage
by abduction, but one 14-year-old girl boldly defied I
this custom. I
Based on a true story, “Difret” follows a young ru- 1
ral girl named Aberash who is beaten, assaulted and \
kidnapped by a group of men. She is expected to marry
the leader, but instead steals a rifle and kills him. A young,
tenacious lawyer who is also an advocate for women hears
about Aberash’s crime and decides to defend her, building a self-
defense argument. The lawyer knows she and Aberash are running up against
one of Ethiopia’s oldest traditions, but for the lawyer, it’s a risk she’s willing to
take in order to save Aberash from a death sentence.
The film, written and directed by Ethiopian-born Zeresenay Mehari,
confronts the universal struggle for women’s rights and was shot entirely
on 35mm.
“Difret” was nominated for the Grand Jury Prize at Sundance. It is
the winner of the Panorama Audience Award at the Berlin Interna-
tional Film Festival and the Audience Award at Sundance.
BIG IN JAPAN I UNITED STATES
SCREENINGS: MAY 27, JUNE 5 87
Grace Stetson, A&E Editor
Ifyou’re a fan of fiction that focuses on musical
realities, like in Rob Reiners classic “This Is
Spinal Tap,” get ready for “Big in Japan.”
1
The film focuses on the band Tennis Pro—-
a real three-piece band from Seattle that has
been rocking out since 2009—as they travel
across the world in a “dramatic, final effort
to make it big.” The band members treat the
film as a comedic look into their semi-fic-
tionalized lives, and spend the majority of its
100-minute running time showing their comic
misadventures through the capital of Tokyo via di-
rector John Jeffcoat’s guerilla-style filmmaking.
The band takes humorous real-life events to the extreme in the
film, showing the life of aged rock cliches dealing with crappy venues, lost lug-
gage and cramped hotel rooms in Tokyo.
While many festival goers may be unaware of Tennis Pro’s career, Jeffcoat’s
work may be more familiar. The director, writer and producer, who is popular
within the Seattle filmmaking community, released “Outsourced” in 2006, a
romantic comedy which followed an American’s outsourcing to India and the
hilarity that follows. The film won the SIFF Golden Space Needle Audience
Award in 2007 and led to a television series on NBC for the 2010-2011 season.
THE GEOGRAPHER DRANK HIS GLOBE AWAY I
RUSSIA
SCREENINGS: MAY 27, JUNE 5
Colleen Fontana, News Editor
Viktor Sergeyevich Sluzhkin is described by the
SIFF website as a “middle-aged mess.” Drunk,
married and with a daughter, he spends most ofhis
unemployed life flirting with other women and con-
vincing a friend to have an affair with his wife. He takes a
job as a geography teacher in Perm, Russia, where he his unconventional teach-
ing methods are met with skepticism. The students are more fond of him,
though. He promises an end-of-the-year raffing excursion for students
with high grades. To find out what exactlyhappens on that trip, I guess
we just have to see the film, but the preview would suggest some
yelling, side-cast glances and really cold water. Staring Konstantin
Khabensky, “The Geographer Drank His Globe Away” is adapted
from the Russian bestselling novel byAlexei Ivanov and the film is
director AlexanderVeledinsky s third feature.
IN SEARCH FOR GENERAL TSO I CHINA, UNITED
STATES & TAIWAN
SCREENINGS: MAY 16,17818
Caroline Ferguson, Managing Editor
General Tso’s Chicken is perhaps the most popular Chinese takeout item in
America. And why wouldn’t it be? The crispy deep-fried chicken, spicy and
syrupy-sweet sauce, and general lack of jellyfish bits or bird feet or fermented
anything (or, um, vegetables) means it’s tailor-made for the American palate.
Hell, it’s basically cleverly disguised McNuggets.
Perhaps unsurprising, then, that the dish isn’t even Chinese.
“The Search for General Tso,” directed by Ian Cheney, tracks this dish through
the American heartland to understand where it came from, who invented it
spoiler alert: it wasn’t General Tso), and just how it became so
damn popular. The dish becomes a jumping-off point to ex-
plore the idiosyncrasies of Chinese American cuisine,
which then gives way to larger observations on immi-
gration, assimilation and globalization. The film’s first
West Coast screening at SIFF follows a successful April
premiere at Tribeca Film Festival in New York City.
Kellie Cox, Editor-in-Chief, is an intern at SIFF. • LAYOUT AND DESIGN BY ALYSSA BRANDT
PHOTOS COURTESY OF SIFF
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MEXICO
SCREENINGS: MAY 24 827
Emily Hedberg, Sports Editor
This comedy/drama out of Mexico—
written and directed by Claudia Sainte-
Luce—has the makings of a heart wrench-
ing yet heartwarming film. The story about a
friendship made in the worst of circumstances. Twenty-two-year-old Claudia,
who has been alone in the world since she was two, isadmitted to a hospital for
impending appendicitis. During her stay, she is introduced to Maria, the film’s
maternal figure. The two form an instant relationship and Maria invites Clau-
dia home for the remainder of her recovery period. Claudia fits into the family
dynamic with ease, only to learn that Maria has been diagnosed with HIV. The
family works together to ease Marias comfort, all the while Claudia shifts roles
with Maria, becoming the self-sufficientcaregiver.
Itmight just be because I am in college in the throes of youthful frivolity and
craving the presence of family that this film is appealing to me. Regardless, I
strongly recommend “The Amazing Catfish” to all SIFF-goers.
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KSUB’S NEW LPFM PERMIT MAKES WAVES AT SU
Maggie Molloy
Staff Writer
Seattle University’s student-run radio
station KSUB is about to set to a new
frequency: 102.1 MHz, to be specific.
The station recently received its Low
Power FM (LPFM) permit, allowing
KSUB to build its own radio tower
and transmitter on campus, meaning
the station will soon be able to broad-
cast throughout much of Seattle.
“It will coverall ofDowntown, South
Lake Union, some Queen Anne, some
Belltown, as well as Capitol Hill, Ma-
drona, and a lot ofthe CentralDistrict
as well,” said KSUB General Manager
Bill Koch.
For years, the station has only had
a small broadcast on campus. Most
students could only listen in on their
computers or phones. The LPFM per-
mit is an important step toward get-
ting the stations music heard by a
larger audience.
“It’s opening up a whole bunch of
opportunities for us because it’s going
to help us make stronger connections
with the community,” said John Cart-
er, the station’s faculty adviser.
The radio tower will be built on
top of Campion Hall in the upcom-
ing months. Once KSUB can prove
its tower and transmitter are up to
the Federal Communications Com-
mission (FCC) guidelines, then the
station can get its LPFM license and
begin broadcasting on its new fre-
quency: 102.1 MHz.
{We
can involve the
community, we can
bring in students from m.
around the area.
Bill Koch
General Manager
However, the call letters “KSUB”
are already registered to another ra-
dio station in Southern Utah. Since no
two stations can have the same four
call letters, Seattle U’s station will have
to choose a new name once it receives
itsLPFM license.
To reflect this technical and symbol-
ic shift, KSUB is temporarily changing
its name to Seattle University Radio.
Once the station gets itsLPFM license,
its name will likely change again de-
pending on what four call letters the
station chooses.
“We’re calling it Seattle Univer-
sity Radio because we need to make
a cut away
from KSUB into what-
ever we’re going to be,” Carter said.
For him, Seattle U Radio is a “more
mature KSUB.”
The transformation has been a long
time coming. The station first began
gaining university support for an
LPFM permit a year ago. Last October,
the station submitted its application to
the FCC. In a city like Seattle, LPFM
licensing is extremely competitive.
{Were
going to upgrade I
our equipment in the
studio and hopefully 1
improve programming W
and training.
John Carter
Faculty Adviser
“The FM band is packed in this
area,” Koch said. “From where we are,
there were two frequencies available
and there were about 15 applicants
for those two frequencies. We’re re-
ally lucky to have gotten a frequen-
cy; I think we put forward a really
good case.”
Luckily, Seattle U Radio had the
support of students, faculty and ad-
ministrators every step of the way.
“It was interesting to see how much
excitement there was in the university
and the surrounding community for
low power radio,” Koch said. “It’s do-
ing exactly what the FCC wanted it
to do, which is to create these unique
little cultural centers where each area
has its own radio and its own voice.”
“Students are going to benefit by
having a quality radio station on
campus where they can learn about
communication, they can learn about
radio and radio broadcast, they can
learn about music and the local music
TREVOR UMBINETTI • THE SPECTATOR
KSUB General Manager Bill Koch in the studio. KSUB recently received its LPFM
permit and approval by the FCC to construct a tower and build a radio station
with an FM broadcast, allowingfor the radio station to get a larger range through-
out the Seattle area.
scene,” Carter said. “It’s going to in-
crease the educational opportunities
for students.”
Seattle U Radio is planning to take
full advantage of its new resources.
“We’re going to upgrade our equip-
ment in the studio and hopefully im-
prove programming and training,”
Carter said.
Seattle U Radio also hopes to
broaden its coverage to showcase a
wider range of musical perspectives
by bringing in more people from the
local community.
“We can involve the community, we
can bring in students from around the
area, we can showcase different cul-
tures,”Koch said.
But the new station will still focus
on broadcasting plenty of local music
by playing many local bands’ records
and continuing to incorporate live
musicperformances.
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“On Friday nights we have con-
certs in our lounge where local art-
ists perform and we broadcast them
on the radio,” Carter said. “So people
can not only hear new music from lo-
cal artists, but they can also hear them
play live.”
Despite all of the minor adjust-
ments that will come along with
the LPFM license, the heart of
KSUB’s original musical mission will
not change.
“A lot of KSUB will stay the same,”
Koch said. “We’re going tokeep focus-
ing on making sure DJs get a lot of
uniqueness and individuality in each
of their shows. They’re going to be
able to put who they are into the ra-
dio station instead of just spinning the
top 40.”
Maggie may be reached at
mmolloy@su-spectator.com
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MORRIS: WITH TENURE COMES HOPE FOR CHANGE
Will McQuilkin
StaffWriter
After seven years at Seattle University,
violinist Quinton Morris, the Direc-
tory of Chamber and Instrumental
Music, has received tenure.
Morris is the only tenured profes-
sor in the department, and only the
second African American violinist to
receive tenure in United States history.
Morris is an enthusiastic man, with
keen eyes and a dignified air about him
that compliments his friendly person-
TAYLOR DE LAVEAGA • THE SPECTATOR
Quentin Morris is the first musicprofessor to get tenure at Seattle University in
more than 25 years. He is only the second black violinist in America ever to do so.
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ality. He started playing the violin at
a public school in Chicago, 111.—and
while he focuses most of his musical
ability on the violin, Morris also plays
a bit ofpiano and dabbles on the viola.
Sitting in his cozy office in the
basement of Hunthausen Hall, Mor-
ris discussed the development of
the string department over the past
seven years.
“Ive tried to provide a sense of
stability in the program so that the
students don’t feel a lack of commu-
nity within the department,” he said.
“Having that community -is really
important, so I try to have good rela-
tionships within, and between faculty
members and students.”
WithMorris’ help, the string depart-
ment has gained a momentum shift in
the past seven years, away from what
was a dilapidated program in the pre-
ceding 25 years. “The whole program
used to only last two quarters, now it’s
six,” Morris said. “I had to write a de-
gree program in about five weeks and
now that folks are seeing the change,
and seeing that the change is positive,
I think a lot of people are taking no-
tice. We’ve set a precedent and I think
we’re at a point where we can start to
have more.”
Dr. Morris hopes to not only im-
prove facilities and services provided
by Seattle U, but also to better support
his adjunct and contingent faculty,
who make up the overwhelming ma-
jority of his staff.
“
[The program] has definitelygrown
in the four years that I have been here.
It’s a very personal program, which
is nice because I get a lot of personal
attention from all of my professors.
You get to be the center of their at-
tention, which is something you
wouldn’t really get at a bigger school.
Here, everyone cares about everyone,
and it’s really a dream,” said senior
Antonio Dowling.
Under Morris’ leadership, fewer stu-
dents fall through the cracks.
“I don’t treat anybody like a part-
time person,” said Morris. “I treat ev-
eryone as a colleague.”
Morris is only the second African-
American violinist in the United
States to receive tenure.
{Ive
tried to provide a
sense of stability in the
program.
Quinton Morris
Director ofChamber and Instrumental I
Music
“For most, if not all of my contem-
poraries, playing professionally al-
ways meant playing in an orchestra.
We were not groomed to be soloists or
chamber musicians, and so teaching at
the university level was never a pos-
sibility,” Morris said. “I hadn’t really
seen any African-American soloists at
the academic level. The history is cer-
tainly suggestive of our country’s past.
So for me, receiving the tenure was a
sublime experience—not just for my-
self, but I think for history as well.”
While there has been momentum
and Morris’ tenure gives the string de-
partment some well-deserved atten-
tion, not everything is perfect.
”We certainly have a lot of talent
here, some real potential stars. Where
it falters is in the way the administra-
tion treats the program. We have a
real lack of resources,” said professor
Amber Archibald.
{I
don’t treat any-
body like a part-time
person...I treat every-
one as a colleague. W
Quentin Morris
Director ofChamber and Instru-
mental Music
For example, professors and stu-
dents don’t have a music library, or
a budget to purchase music that is
needed to service students. Until last
year when they got into interlibrary
loaning, there was “no real way to
get music to students,” according to
Archibald. Further, the program is
wanting for practice and performance
space. “Between all the students, it’s
very hard to find space to both prac-
tice and perform,” she said.
The machine isn’t broken any-
more, but it’s missing some key
parts—however, resources and ser-
vices could continue to improve as the
program matures.
Will may be reached at
wmcquilkin@su-spectator.com
Sheldon Costa
Staff Writer
I wanted to like “The Amazing Spider-
Man 2.”
Compared to the abysmal stream of
Spidey movies from the early 2000s,
it’s certainly an improvement. And
yet, halfway through the film, I found
myself wanting just one thing: for Spi-
der-Man to die.
It’s not because Andrew Garfield
was bad in the. role. He wasn’t. The
reason I felt this way was not because
of the quality of the film, but rather
with the almost complete predictabil-
ity of its plot.
Excluding one moment near the
end that pushed for shock value, “The
Amazing Spider-Man 2” never re-
ally stands above what we’ve come to
expect from superhero films. Even
worse, it attempts to connect so many
different plot points that the film’s
central narrative eventually buckles
under its own weight.
{Halfway
through the
film, I found myself 1
wanting just one thing: W
for Spider-Man to die.
The movie finds Peter Parker (An-
drew Garfield) facing the old tried-
and-true Spider-Man romantic con-
flict. After promising her father that
he would keep her out of his crime-
fighting antics, Peter finds himself
having to choose between the love of
his life, Gwen Stacy (Emma Stone)
and the possibility that his alter ego
might endanger her. Simultaneously,
CRITIC'S CORNER: ‘THE AMAZING SPIDER-MAN 2’
PHOTO COURTESY OF MARVEL ENTERTAINMENT
As thefifth film of the wave ofSpider-Man movies, “The Amazing Spider-Man 2” does not add much to the canon, regard-
less of the love between Gwen and Peter or the exorbitant amount of CGI.
an OsCorp engineer named Max Dil-
lon (Jamie Foxx) becomes obsessed
with the younghero. After an unfortu-
nate encounter with some biologically
engineered eels, Max gains electrical
powers and loses his mind. While all
this is happening, young Harry Os-
born (Dane DeHaan) finds out he has
a degenerative disease, and the only
thing that can save him is a bit of Spi-
der-Man’s blood.
If that sounds like a lot to fit into
a single superhero flick, it’s because
it is. Considering that writer Alex
Kurtzman also tries to introduce a
few subplots that stray far from ra-
tionality, the film quickly loses its
narrative cohesion.
This is unfortunate, because the
movie provides some truly enjoyable
acting, with the supporting cast pull-
ing the weight of the film. Stone de-
serves a statue erected in her honor
for playing a comic book love interest
with some strength and energy, even
if the writing isn’t always in her fa-
vor. At the end of the film, she’s even
given a moment to speak against the
assumed helplessness of many of the
comic books universe’s constantly en-
dangered heroines.
Foxx—unsurprisingly—does a
magnificent job with Electro. The
character’s backstory as a sad and for-
gotten worker drone makes him more
developed than the average mustache-
twirler, and the moments where his
rage
manifests as electrical destruction
give promise to an epic showdown be-
tween him and Spider-Man. The film
could have utilized the tension be-
tween Electro’s misunderstood past
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and Spiderman’s superhero hubris,
but instead we get a brief moment of
tension in Times Square and an ulti-
mately lackluster final fight scene.
Like its 2012 predecessor, the movie
leans heavily on computer-gener-
ated effects, which causes many of
the fight scenes to lose their sense of
genuine grandiosity.
The film’s overreliance on a large
web of events, no pun intended, rather
than a directnarrative leaves it feeling
more like a long stream of above-av-
erage scenes. Even worse, “The Amaz-
ing Spider-Man 2” simply continues
to tread old paths. After, five films, it’s
either time to give Spider-Man the
movie he deserves, or put him to rest.
Sheldon may be reached at
scosta@su-spectator.com
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SUVSA XUAN FESTIVAL BRIDGES GENERATIONS
Olivia Anderson
Volunteer Writer
Although April showers bring May
flowers, May also brings celebrations
around the world of Asian Pacific Is-
landerHeritage month.
Seattle University’s own Vietnamese
Student Association (SUVSA) plans to
honor this year’s heritage month with
the annual Xuan (Spring) Festival. The
event is the club’s biggest of the year,
and includes an array of activities such
as singing, dancing, acting and food.
This year will be SUVSA’s ninth
consecutive year holding the Xuan
Festival, and codirector Phat Nguyen
says that this makes it one of the sev-
en legacy events at Seattle U. Legacy
events are long-running distinguished
events that have gained prominence at
the university.
“The other ones are big events like
the UFC Barrio, the Hawaiian Lu’au
and Quadstock, so it’s cool to have our
name on that list,” Nguyen said.
Although the event is in its ninth
year, students keep it fresh everyyear.
This year’s theme is “The He 9X,”
translated to “Bridging Generations.”
“I think in the past years we’ve
touched on a lot of old traditions and
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focused more on that, instead of mod-
ern day—what it means to be a Viet-
namese American now. So this year
we’re trying to touch up on that,” codi-
rector Sarah Penalosa explained.
And what does it mean to be" Viet-
namese-American now? The theme
“The He 9X” refers to the 9x genera-
tion, which refers to young Vietnam-
ese-Americans born in the 1990s.
“It’s a new term in Vietnam among
the young, kind of
like ‘YOLO,’”
Nguyen said.
“They use that term a lot in Viet-
nam, especially among the youth,
and so with our skit and show, what
we want to portray are the differ-
ences between the generation gap,”
Penalosa said.
To make the theme come to life,
this year’s Xuan Festival will include
dancing, singing and skits performed
by the students of SUVSA. Performer
AmandaVo describes the skit she’s in-
volved in as an evolution of past Viet-
nam to modern day Vietnam.
“It starts off back in the 1920s with
the traditions and values of the Viet-
namese culture, and then transitions
into 2014 and how the Vietnamese
tradition, culture and families are ori-
ented now,” she explained.
Vo will also present several Viet-
namese songs, all revolving around
the theme of love. The first, she says,
is about a boy taking his love interest
back to his homeland.
The second focuses on a couple
that fell in love at a young age, grew
up together, and only developed that
love more strongly over time. The
song incorporates the metaphor of a
grain being planted and blossoming
with time, as a parallel to the couple’s
unwavering affection.
{I
think in the past
years we’ve touched on J
a lot of old traditions. W
Sarah Penalosa
Codirector
The third song, Vo explained, re-
volves around the idea of two people
falling in love in a work setting, subse-
quently followed by the man offering
to take the woman home, where they
continue to talk about their lives and
allow their love to flourish.
“I‘m a huge fan of the singing por-
tion,” she said, “but just being able to
put together this huge event—I think
that’s my favorite part. I’m really proud
of everyone and how far we’ve come.”
But the Xuan Festival is not just
about singing and dancing. All of the
proceeds from the event will be do-
nated to the Blue Dragon Children’s
Foundation, an organization that pro-
vides education and long-term care to
children in poverty in Vietnam.
“Every year we pick a charity to fun-
draise. This one specifically focuses on
the education and victims of human
trafficking, and I think that really res-
onated with our committee members,”
Penalosa said.
The goal of the event is to bridge the
gap not only between generations, but
between cultures as well.
“We tried really hard for this year
not to be just the Vietnamese commu-
nity, but to include everyone. Anyone
can come and learn something from
our culture,” Nguyen said.
The show is on Saturday, May 10,
in the Campion Ballroom, from 5 to
9 p.m. Tickets are available for presale
for $13 and at the door for $15.
The editormay be reached at
entertainment@su-spectator.com
BIG MONEY:
Money! SalaryNego
tiations & Asking for
a Raise @ Webinar, 12
p.m.
BUSINESS
AWARDS:
Albers Awards Ceremo
ny @ Pigott Auditorium
FUN ART: I
Capitol Hill Arts Walk
across the Hill, 5 p.m.
GIGGLES:
Laughter and Reflection,
with Carol Burnett <s
The Paramount,
L30 p m.
RUN AND FUN:
Color Run 5K @ Seattle
Center Pavillion, 8 p.m.
CLASSIC:
Seattle Rock Orchestra
Performs The Beatles’
“The White Album” @
The Moore, 2 p.m.
ACADEMIC
AFFAIRS:
Registration Week
begins for Fall Quarter
2014
TIME FLIES:
Class of 1964 50 Year
Reunion @ STCN 160
11a.m.
MUSIC:
Danny Brown @ The
Showbox, 9 p.m.
FIGHTTHE
DARK:
Take Back the Night @
STCN 160, 7 p.m.
SEATTLE U ROWING PULLS BIG WIN OVER UW
Emily Pate
Volunteer Writer
Any other day the Montlake bridge
would have been close to empty.
This past Saturday, however, was
a different story. Not only was the
bridge closed, but crowds of people
packed together to peer over its sides.
Everyone’s attention was directed
toward the rowing teams below, racing
down the river as part of the annual
Windermere Cup.
The popular rowing regatta
generated a festival-like response
this year, with not only athletes but
friends and families from the multiple
competing schools present. Although
fans of the University of Washington
(UW) threatened to turn the crowd
completely purple, supporters of
Seattle Us team were watching the
races as well. And they were not
disappointed when, close to 11 a.m.,
the announcer shouted, “And Seattle
U is not giving up, but UW is not
gonna let them have it, it’s a dog tight!”
The Seattle U womens varsity eight
team went on to prove that UW
doesn’t always get everything they
want, as Seattle U pulled the win. The
Redhawks varsity eight defeated not
only UW, as they also surpassed a
Western Washington University boat.
The novice eight also shared some
success, as they beat the Huskies’ B
boat by almost five seconds.
For the seniors on the team, the
Windermere Cup marked the end of
their collegiate career. Among them
is captain Hana Wilder, who has been
with the programsince her sophomore
year and commented before the race
that the regatta would be her “last
time to race with the team.” Wilder
stated that the team atmosphere
that she found in the program was
exactly what she was looking for when
she joined.
The physical exhaustion and effort
expended by the athletes was apparent
during the event. Yet, when asked
if the taxing commitment of the
sport—combined with the stress of
college education—was worthwhile,
sophomore Mariana Osuna
responded, “It’s a painful sport, and
SPORTS
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The Seattle U rowing team was successful in the annual Windermere Cup on Saturday at the Montlake Cut. Both the wom-
en’s varsity and novice eight boats defeated squads from the University ofWashington and Western Washington University.
you have to be willing to give it your
all, but it’s worth it.”
Seattle U freshman Tom Forst was
in the crowd Saturday supporting the
team. “I know they work really hard
every day to tryand be the best, and to
see thatpay offfor them is really cool.”
Forst said.
Forst was not the only proud fan
present. Head coach Jenny Park, who
left the University of Washington to
create the Seattle U rowing program,
thrilled.
“Watching my athletes succeed is
always such a rewarding experience...
To see and hear their excitement after
winning their last race is so gratifying
and fulfilling. I’m very proud of their
accomplishments this year.”
The editormay be reached at
sports@su-spectator.com
ATHLETE OF THE WEEK:NICOLE GADDIE| GOLF
TAYLOR DE LAVEAGA • THE SPECTATOR
Q. How did your senior season of*
golfgo?
“Pretty well. I played well,
*
pretty consistently, got to
travel to every tournament ina lot
ofcool places.”
Q. Where would you go ifyou
'
*
could go anywhere in the
world?
“I would go somewhere as
*
out ofmy comfort zone as
possible. Southeast Asia, or maybe
Thailand, somewhere I know
nothing about.”
Q. Ifyou were an animal what
'
*
would you be?
“A mountain lion, I would
*
say. They’re pretty elegant, but
can be pretty aggressive. They’re
strong.”
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PUBLIC REACTIONS TO STERLING’S RACIST RAMPAGE
Harrison Bucher
Staff Writer
In the midst of the NBA playoffs, one
team has been forced to deal with
much more than winning or losing. •
An audio clip released by TMZ Sports
caught Donald Sterling, the owner of
the Los Angeles Clippers, making
racist comments to his girlfriend. He
expressed that he did not want his
girlfriend publicly associating with
black people and did not want her
to bring any of them to his games.
Although the remarks brought shock
to both those within the basketball
world and the public, it was not the
first time Sterling’s actions have
landed him in hot water. In the past
he has been sued a number of times
for discriminating against minorities
that had tried to rent apartments
from him. This incident provoked
comments from many throughout
the country.
Harrison may be reached at
hbucher@su-spectator.com
ADAM SILVER
As the news spread upon the audio
release, the NBA decided to address
the issue immediately. Adam Silver,
the commissioner of the NBA,
held a press conference where he
briefly discussed the situation and
explained that any disciplinary
action taken would take place after
Sterling received his due process.
Just a few days later, Silver made
the announcement that Sterling
was banned from the NBA and
any ownership activities for the
remainder of his life. He was also
lined $2.5 million. Silver has not
been the commissioner long, but
was quickly put to the test in this
situation with no precedent. The
NBA community was very happy
with the decision that he made.
Sterling will possibly be forced
to sell the team as well. Silver has
convinced the NBA board to vote on
the matter. In the meantime, a CEO
will be appointed to take over the
day-to-day operations of the team.
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KAREEM
ABDUL-JABBAR
Kareem Abdul-Jabbar is a Hall
of Fame basketball player who
played for the Milwaukee Bucks
and Los Angeles Lakers from
1969 to 1989. He expressed that
he was upset by the comments
made by Sterling, but was also
disturbed that it took this long to
do anything.
“He was discriminating against
black and Hispanic families'for
years, preventing them from
getting housing. It was public
record and we did nothing,” said
Abdul-Jabbar in an interview with
Time Magazine. “Suddenly he
says he doesn’t want his girlfriend
posing with Magic Johnson on
Instagram, and we bring out the
torches and rope. Shouldn’t we
have all called for his resignation
back then?”
But this punishment does not
resolve the whole problem.
“Instead of being content to
punish Sterling and’go back to
sleep, we need to be inspired to
vigilantly seek out, expose, and
eliminate racism at its first signs,”
Abdul-Jabbar said.
“I think we just have to be clear and
steady in denouncing it, teaching
our children differently, but also
remaining hopeful that part of why
statements like this stand out so
much is because there has been this
shift in how we view ourselves.”
President Obama
DOC RIVERS
Tliis incident came at a very poor
time for the Clippers. Not only were
they in season, but they were in the
middle of their first playoff' series
against the Golden State Warriors.
Upon hearing the news, head
coach Doc Rivers stated that he was
shocked and disturbed by the racist
remarks made by the teams owner.
There was even a discussion with
the players considering whether
or not they would boycott one of
their games. The coach did end
up cancelling a practice for them
to mull over the thought, but the
game was played. Rivers was not
concerned about losing any fan
support over this incident.
“The 14 guys that we dress, they
did nothing wrong,” Rivers said to
ESPN. “They need support and I
think that will happen.”
Rivers was very pleased with the
punishment decision made by Adam
Silver. Now that the organization
does not need to concern itself
with Sterling, the team can move
forward.
“It’s not over,” said Rivers. “But it
is the start of the healing process
that we need and the start of our
organization to try to get through
this.”
The Clippers responded well to the
situation and managed to win their
playoffseries against the Warriers to
advance to the second round.
BARACK OBAMA
President Obamachimed inhis own
opinions on the Sterling incident.
The president described Sterlings
comments as “incredibly offensive
racist statements” and said that they
demonstrate the ongoing legacy
of discrimination in America that
people .need to stand against. As
most of this issue has been central
to the NBA, the president spoke of
the much broader issue ofracism in
our country.
“We have made enormous
strides, but you are going to see
this percolate up every so often,”
Obama said in a news conference.
“I think we justhave to be clear and
steady in denouncing it, teaching
our children differently, but also
remaining hopeful that part of why
statements like this stand out so
much is because there has been this
shift in how we view ourselves.”
CELEBRITIES
Several celebrities including
Rhianna, Lil Wayne, Snoop Dogg
and Kevin Hart have also weighed
in with their own reactions to
the incident. Rihanna made her
discontent with the situation clear
by posting pictures on Instagram
accompanied by sad faces. Snoop
Dogg and Lil Wayne each made
their own videos in which they
speak their peace on the incident.
Snoops video has far too many
expletives to quote, but .suffice it
to say that he was outraged with
Sterling’s” comments.
Lil Wayne stated that he refuses
any further association with the
team. Kevin Hart took to Twitter,
saying that as long as Sterling was
the owner, he would not attend any
more games.
These are just a few examples
of the many celebrites to publicly
comment on the situation. Several
others can be found throughout
Twitter by searching for Sterlings
name.
SEATTLE U STUDENTS
Some Seattle U students shared
their opinions on the Sterling
incident.
“He is an idiot,” said junior Kathy
Rizzo. “The punishment is totally
justified.”
“What he said was unprofessional
and morally wrong, especially in
todays society,” said freshman
Steven Richardson.
“He also said later that he wished
he had paid off his girlfriend, which
just shows what kind of person he
is. The ban is a good thing in my
opinion.”
“I don’t know too much about
this but the fact that he was
working with people he doesn’t like
is messed up,” said sophomore Tali
Missirlian. “He doesn’t deserve to
be in the league at all.”
“Tire things he said were
completely ridiculous especially
when he runs an organization with
a very diverse team,” said freshman
Victor DeSimone. “It is a double
standard, and it is surprising those
views still exist. I think it is good
that he was banned. He shouldn’t
be allowed back.”
ELGIN BAYLOR
Hall of Fame basketball player
and Seattle University alum Elgin
Baylor was not surprised at all
to hear the comments made by
Sterling. Baylor, Seattle U class
of 1958, served as the general
manager of the Los Angeles
Clippers for 22 years. He left
the position in 2008 and sued
Sterling in court for wrongful
termination and discrimination
based off of age and race. Sterling
won the case. In the lawsuit,
Baylor claimed that Sterling had
an ongoing racist attitude and
viewed the Clippers organization
as a “southern plantation-
type structure.”
Baylors former lawyer Carl
Douglas told the Associated Press,
“It put a smile on my face that
finally he would be unable to deny
the racist allegations against him.”
NBA CommissionerAdam Silverannounced in apress conference that Clippers owner Donald Sterling, whose racist com-
ments have caused an uproar nationwide, will be bannedfrom the NBAfor life andfined $2.5 million.
“Instead ofbeing content to punish
Sterling and go back to sleep, we need to
be inspired to vigilantly seek out, expose,
and eliminate racism at its first signs.”
Kareem Abdul-Jabbar
Basketball Hall OfFame Inductee
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APATHY OFF THE BALLOT
For being a school that prides itselfon social activism, we can sure come off
as apathetic. Our university has given us opportunity, our student government
has opened up doors, and now the action must come from us.
Despite what is commonly said about politicians, Student Government of
Seattle University (SGSU) has not been all talk and no change this year. In
fact, we believe this year’s team has accomplished more than ever before. From
budget transparencyand the divestmentcampaign, to gender-inclusive housing
conversations and adjunct unionizationpanels, SGSU’s year has been busy.
With theletter to Eastside Catholic supporting the marriage equality rights of
educator Mark Zmuda, SGSU encouraged students to have a loud community
voice. With the “We the Redhawks” initiative, SGSU promoted student-run,
on-campus engagement and activism. Additionally, the on-campus government
continues to explore issues of campus accessibility and improved services for
students with disabilities. Through all of this, student input is not only good, it
is essential.
These are all issues that studentshave helped to bring to the attention ofSGSU
and administrators. We obviously have successful avenues for our ideas and
opinions, but we need to take action in those avenues. The decisions of SGSU
mean significantly less without the response and investment ofthe studentbody.
They care because they want us to care. So care. Vote. Educate yourself. Know what
is happening around you. If anything, just read the ballot to stay up-to-date on
student issues. Whoknows,you might find that you actually do have an opinion.
theSpectator editorial boardconsists ofKellie Cox, Caroline Ferguson, Dallas Goschie, Colleen Fontana, GraceStetson, Collin Overbay, EmilyHedberg, Kateri Town and Bianca Sewake. Signed commentaries reflect the opinions of
the authors and not necessarilythose ofThe Spectator. The views expressed in these editorials are not necessarily theviews ofSeattle University.
WHO SHOULD BE CANONIZED NEXT?
. “Chimamanda Adichie because she
is one of the most influential feminist
voices of our time.”
Akaila Ballard, Junior
“Martin Luther because he was totally
in line with Catholic doctrine.”
OPINION
ITS GETTIN’ HOT IN HERE
Climate change is real and ifyou are reading this anywhere in the United States
you have, without question, felt its effects.
The fact that you were able to tan on the grassy
knoll in frontofthe library in
April and regularly find yourself getting drenched by bizarrely thick and sudden
rainfall should be neither amusing nor annoying for you. Rather, you should be
alarmed. Incredibly alarmed.
Earlier this week the Federal Government released an enormous report it had
commissionedand overseen conducted by several differentscientific groups that
came to the terrifying and firm conclusion that over the past century the United
States has warmed (on average) two degrees Fahrenheit—a shift which is likely
responsible for much ofthe wacky (and sometimes fatal) weather we have seen
around the nation over the last few years.
Increasingly, it isbecoming clear that we live in a world that no longer wants
us here and that the sustenance ofhuman existence (at this rate) is only going to
become more and more difficult. The message ofthe report is clear: the time for
doubt-spreading and blame-gaming must end. Those who continue to deny the
existence ofwidespread climate change and itsconsequences for human life are
no longer just eye-roll-worthy, but dangerous.
The fate of our children and theirchildren lie wholly in our hands today. The
actions that our society will take over the coming years will, indeed, directly
shape the future of humanity and the planet and must, therefore, be considered
with utmost care and urgency.
Wehave been handed an enormous burden by our forefathers, andan enormous
responsibility by virtue of those to come. Whatever you may be doing now, it
isn’t enough. The task ahead won’t be simple for anyone, by any stretch, but it
is indeed the great crisis of our generation. Resources need to be redirected,
priorities shifted, action taken.
We must save the world today, should we hope to see a tomorrow.
“Jimi Hendrix because he was a god
on the guitar.”
Conrad Jacobsen, Junior
“Mother Teresabecause she’s one of the
most pure-hearted people I can think
of’
Olivia Hiles, Freshman
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LETTER TO THE EDITOR:
The Single Greatest Challenge to Our Community
It is with a sense of urgency that I write today about what I believe is the
single greatest challenge to the community of Seattle University that I have
experienced in my 30 years here—unionization of the adjunct faculty.
There is good reason for adjuncts to want more. I know because I was one
of them. In my case, it took more than 20 years for my starting salary to
double. My husband and I went into debt while we raised our four children.
Many nights I struggled with sleep, and to this day, I feel trepidation speaking
(my) truth to power without the cover of tenure.
But no one held a gun to my head when I signed that first contract in 1984,
nor when I signed my 31st contract last month. I knew when I followed
my calling to be a teacher that when it came to payment for services, Seattle
University followed the industry model: a two-tiered system of tenured and
non-tenured faculty. There was no bait and switch. I got what I signed up for.
But that isn’t the whole story. Over those same decades I have also realized
unimagined benefits as an adjunct. In addition to the singular privilege
of helping shape young minds and of collaborating with intelligent, gifted
colleagues, I also received a tremendous benefit for my children who were
given a tuition-free college education that added up to just under $500,000.
As if that were not enough, my life has been enriched beyond measure: I have
taken advantage of the intangibles offered to all Jesuit educators, not the least
ofwhich is meaningful work
Perhaps I owe an apology to my adjunct colleagues. I extend this because if
Provost Crawford could initiate a market equity adjustment program within
the first 18 months of taking office, a program that has some of my faculty
enjoying a 50% raise in less than three years, then maybe I could have said
something during my 27 years as an adjunct about the struggles we faced.
Fortunately for our community, the inequalities were not ignored by Seattle
University. Today all full-time adjunct and tenured faculty pay less for their
health care; they takehome a paycheckthat is in line with peers at universities
across the country; and in the case of some, full time adjunct faculty now
enjoy the consolation of multiyear contracts. Part time faculty today also
receive compensation in line with their peers at other schools. Part time
faculty can also receive benefits if they teach the equivalent offour courses or
more during the academic year, which is something their part-time peers at
other schools do not routinely get.
But enough about faculty. What about the student, the most important
stakeholder in our mission? What has unionization to do with you? At Seattle
University, where 85% of the budget is tuition dependent, students will bear
the cost of adding another layer to the administrative tasks. Unions drive up
the cost ofoperations, and this increase is NOT due to abump in faculty wages
and benefits. The rise in cost is a direct result of a contract-driven, lawyer-
driven process. These expenses accrue to the university with no guarantees
of any benefit, financial or otherwise, to individual faculty, but the students
will pay regardless. Furthermore, a union is an entity that neither knows nor
cares about the mission of the university, which is to prepare you for a just
and humane world.
How we solve the Inequalities that remain is whatmost defines our community.
Should we bring in a permanent outside representative whose cost students
will have to shoulderby paying higher tuition fees—or—true to the culture of
a university, should we engage in frank dialogue among professionals who are
united not only in resolving particular injustices, but also in upholding the
mission of the university?
For all our sakes, I endorse a frank dialogue. I extend an invitation to faculty
and students to explore together the questions that haven’t been asked. What
are the inequalities that remain? Who are the stakeholders? How is it that we
could tolerate an election in which a majority vote wins but not everyone gets
to vote, including a fair number of part-time adjunct faculty in the schools
named by the NLRB? What role should the minority voice have at a Jesuit
university? What are the implications for our students?
Please join me in conversation - I’ll bring the lunch.
Thursday, May 15 12:30-1:30 - Casey 117
Not available that day? Give me a date, I’ll make the time. I can be contacted
most easily at jkelly@seattleu.edu.
CORRECTIONS:
In “Love and Murder Have Never Been So ‘Big,’” it was incorrectly stated that
therunning time of “Big Love” is 150 minutes when it is actually one hour and
40 minutes. Weregret the error.
In “Into High Gear: Seattle Goes the Distance With Bike Infrastructure,” a
pull quote was incorrectly attributed to Brock Howell—it should have been
attributed to Nick Martinez.
- Dr. Jodi Olsen Kelly, Dean ofMatteo Ricci College
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SEATTLEU
CAREER CHANGE TO
i
COMPUTER SCIENCE
Starting in the summer of 2014 Computer Science & Software Engineering
at Seattle University will offer a “Career Change Path to Master s Degree”
This program will be in three parts:
1. Beginning Programming Boot-Camp
2. Fundamentals of Programming Graduate Certificate
3. Master of Science in Computer Science Program
. <r-
Admission Requirements: An Undergraduate Degree
Start here if no programming experience
Programming Boot Camp
A twelve (12) week intensive sum-
mer program. Courses in three
blocks of four weeks, 3:30 to 5:05
pm Monday, Tuesdays, Wednes-
days and 'Thursdays
Block 1: June 23 to July 19
Block 2: July 21 to August 16
Block 3: August 18 to September
15
Start here with programming experience
• Fundamentals ofProgramming Certificate
Graduate Certificate 18 Credits
CPSC 5010: Software Design &Engineering
CPSC 5020: Computing Systems Principles
CPSC 5030: Fundamentals ofAlgorithms andAnalysis
One course per quarter, evenings, two nights a week
Master of Science in Computer Science
• Satisfactory completion of Certificate, no GRE required
Late afternoon and evening classes
Takes as litde as 18 months
Information: Department ofComputer Science& Software Engineering:
.seattleu.edu/computerscience 206-296-5510
